The Daily Guru Yoga Practice of Jetsün Mila Zhepa Dorje
rang gi chi wor pe dei teng  je tsün zhe pa dor je ni
Above the crown of my head, upon a lotus and moon, is Jetsün Zhepa Dorje.

ku dog ngo sang re kar söl  u ral gyen du chog pa yi
The color of his body is clear blue and he wears white cotton. The locks of his hair are turned upwards.

chag ye nyen gyi the kar ten  yön pe nyam zhag thö zhal nam
His right hand is held close at his right ear. His left hand is in the resting in equanimity mudrā, holding a skull cup.

ye she ö nga trug pei long  zi jin rab tu bar war zhug
Dwelling within an expanse of the turbulent five lights of primordial wisdom, utterly blazing with majestic brilliance,

zhom me dor je gur yang drog  thug je dag la tse we gong
resounding with melodious invincible vajra songs, through your compassion, think of me with love!

ku nga ye she nga thob jin gyi lob  ne lug rang zhal jal war jin gyi lob
Bless me to attain the five kāyas and five primordial wisdoms! Bless me to meet with the innate face of the way things are!

nam tog gom du char war jin gyi lob  kyen ngen lam du long war jin gyi lob
Bless me so that discursive thoughts arise as meditation! Bless me so that I may bring negative conditions onto the path!
Bless me so that negative actions, misdeeds, and obscurations are purified!
Bless me so that the pitfalls of the view are severed!

Bless me so that I will generate revulsion to samsāra!
Bless me so that I will accomplish the rainbow body and Khechara!

The enlightened body of the Jetsün Zhepa Dorje and my mind mix without duality, beyond elaboration,

like water bubbles dissolving into water. Evenly rest in the state without concepts.

By this virtue, may I swiftly accomplish mahāmudrā!
Then, may I establish all wandering beings without exception upon that ground!

Thus, seal the end with dedications, aspirations, and expressions of auspiciousness. This was composed by Pawopa.

May the blessings of Lord Milarepa forever grow in all directions!